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ABSTRACT
This thesis offers an insight into the complex relationship between identity, memory and the creative process. A Q&A follows, designed to deepen the understanding of the self in different situations, places, cultures and design objects.
Apparently, memory has a leading role in triggering creative
processes and this has forced me to do further research on my
own past and on the objects that my memory retains. In the
end, this “research on the self” has produced an interesting
view on this particular creative process of designing.

INTRO

This booklet consists of two parts. The first one is composed of
a long Q&A-list. Some of these questions came from my parents,
family and friends and others were composed by my thesis advisor Emily Cornell Du Houx after she read the translated conversations I had with my parents.
The second part offers interviews with three of my pieces. These
pieces were key parts in my development as a designer over the
last two years. In order to suggest a real conversation instead of
a monologue I asked some people to impersonate these three
objects and do the interviews with me.
The conversations I had with my parents made me go back into
the memories of my childhood, when I lived my life between two
cultures. Because I preferred to use only the more essential information out of these conversations, they were condensed into a
Q&A format.
Growing up in Mexico and the Netherlands has been quite decisive in creating my particular way of doing and seeing things. The
questioning exercise forced me to become more aware of all these
manifold inputs that made me into the designer that I have become.
The Q&A-list starts with some questions under the heading 'The
complexity of identity' because I think they offer a good introduction into my ideas about, and perception of, objects and how I
establish their identity, which, at the same time, is illustrative of the
building of my own identity.
The Q&A-list is assembled in a random order, together with a
random order of pictures, all related to my life and my practice.
For me it is not relevant in what order and by whom the questions
were asked, as I was more interested in the answers and what
they triggered in me. My design process is not linear, so this booklet is intended to not be completely linear.
The second part, the object interviews, doesn't need further explanation: it speaks for itself. Let yourself be surprised.

THE
COMPLEXITY
OF IDENTITY

What objects would you consider uniquely American?
Uniquely American? The objects that I associate the USA with,
are not solely American, but for me they reflect a lot of what I
don’t understand or what I dislike about American culture: Guns.
What I don’t understand is the almost religious awe that people
show for guns in the American culture and in American policies,
even though the country has big problems with gun violence and
gun related deaths. The impressions that I have are that a lot of
people in the USA still want guns above everything. This I consider
a unique feature of the United States.
What objects would you consider uniquely Dutch?
Again, the first object that comes to my mind is not uniquely Dutch,
but I can’t separate it from Dutch culture and my Dutch experience. This object is the bicycle. When I was little and we would
go on vacation to The Netherlands, one of the things that would
excite me the most was to be able to go bicycling everywhere
and seeing everyone bicycling everywhere as well. While in the
Film Academy (in Amsterdam), I had like five bikes, one was a
beautiful handmade RIH race bike from the late 70’s and the other
ones were what Amsterdammers call city bikes, not in super good
shape, so it doesn’t get stolen, but good enough to be used daily.
What objects would you consider uniquely
Mexican?
Another object that is not originally from Mexico but that for me
represents my Mexico and is especially emblematic of my city,
Mexico City, is ‘El Vocho’ (that’s how the VW bug is called in
Mexico)
Can you think of an object that doesn’t have a
home, that is unrooted, tradition-less?
Tradition-less maybe, but one that doesn’t have a home or is unrooted: no! Every object, no matter how insignificant it might look
or it may be, was designed and made with a purpose, to me that
means it has roots and a home.

QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS

Describe an Oaxacan pot. Where
have you seen them most? What
does it remind you of?

An Oaxacan pot, for me, is a shiny black clay
pot, mostly also made with holes carved in it.
These pots in my memory were used more as
decoration; I saw them in shops or at market
places and at home. When I grew up I discovered that we had a lot of other clay pots that
weren’t shiny black and they also came from
Oaxaca as well as from other places in Mexico.

How do you remember Mexican
markets?

Places stuffed with so many things to see, where
you would get overwhelmed (in a good way)
by waves of color and smells. During late October I would love to go to the markets. At this
time of the year everyone prepares for “El Día
de Muertos”. So, the markets would be full with
these marvelous sensorial triggers like the smell
of Cempasuchil flowers, Copal incense and
traditional candy, the beautiful colorful and intricate “Papel Picado” and all the stunning, differently decorated “Calaveritas” in different sizes.

Do you remember using a comal as
a plate? What were you eating?

I remember we had these plates, made out of
plain red clay, nothing special to it. For me,
growing up, it wasn’t strange to have these
comales as plates; I wasn’t even aware that
they were comales till someone asked my
mother if they were comales and she said they
were. Comales are basically just big plates
mostly made out of clay, red clay, but burned
black on the fire. There are also iron or metallic
comales, but the ones used traditionally are the
ones made out of clay.

Describe the bell foundry. Did you
ever help out there? What is your
earliest memory of it? Your last
memory?

The bell foundry is located in the center of Asten,
The Netherlands, a small town, about 30 kilometers from Eindhoven and 8 kilometers from Deurne,
the town I used to live in when I was going to high
school. My Dutch grandparents come from Asten.
The foundry consists of one big building, where
on the second floor, you find offices, and on the
first floor the foundry itself, the metal shop and
the “Kooperslagerij”, which literally is a “Copper
butchery” --this is where they do all the mechanical work for the church clocks and carillons--.
My grandmother would talk about the foundry; it
was part of her youth, but my earliest memory of
actually being in there, is when I went to speak
with my uncle Joost to see if he would hire me for
a few months, so I could make enough money
to materialize my plans for traveling around the
world. I worked there for two different periods,
altogether for about a year.
My last memory is when I went back to say hello
to all my old colleges and my uncle, when I was
visiting Deurne before I left for Mexico in January 2015. But my funniest memory is from the last
days before I was going to stop working there, in
the second and the last period. I drove into a wall
with the forklift and broke it in such a way that
they needed to rebuild the wall. I felt awful about
it, but all the employees told me to not feel bad,
because that was an old wall that needed to be
changed anyway.
I really enjoyed my time there at the foundry, I
learned a lot about casting, metal working and
made good friends with the people working there.

Is there magic in America?

Yes, I think there is, but I haven’t found it.

Do you have imaginary worlds?

Yes, but they are as real as the one you and I
are in right now.

Does a machine have a soul?

A machine, like every other object, can have a
soul. When we interact and spend time with an
object, little by little we create their soul. That
interaction and shared time between us and the
objects (machine or not machine) is what creates their souls.

Can science discover the world that
art creates? Do the two overlap?

My dad told me that for him there are two intellectual worlds, one is art that creates worlds
and the other is science that discovers worlds.
And that both are different, but both involve intellectual input.
Based on that principle, I think that the world
of scientific discoveries can be inspired by the
world art creates, and the world art creates can
be enriched with the world science discovers.
They overlap and feed each other. Maybe they
are mutually dependent activities.

Do you believe your memories?

I think I do, maybe a little too much.

What is one memory you are certain of?

The ones that I share with many people and all
of us remember in about the same way. Otherwise I’m not 100% certain. Making an object based on my memories is maybe a way
to make those memories more tangible, making
it more difficult to question that memory and simultaneously capturing that memory, making it
certain.

Magical realism is an intersection
of worlds. Are there other intersections in your life, or interests?

My life is a search out of ignorance and at the
same time I cannot stop producing my own
answers, sometimes there is not exactly an intersection of worlds, but a clash of worlds and
of interests.

What exists inside your vessels?

The dreams and hopes of all my enemies.

Where do you go to be surprised?

Surprises are everywhere, I don’t need to go
anywhere specifically, nor to look for them. If I
knew where to find them they wouldn’t be surprises any more. What I can tell you is that I
know some of my pieces have surprises, even
if they weren't intentional, for example, in my
work, "Mis Jarrones" when people see the pieces for the first time they don't suspect or see
immediately that the vessel continues inside the
block and when they see it, this often comes as
a surprise.

What songs are in your studio
playlist? Are they mostly Mexican,
Dutch, English? Does it matter?

For me it doesn’t matter, it depends on how I feel,
that’s why a lot of times I like to listen to the radio,
specially NTS radio. My taste in music is not typically Mexican, Dutch or English. I like listening
to music from Latin America- any genre, classical
music, music in English- any genre as well.

What object do you want to own
more than any other?

I don’t know, good question. Maybe a CNC,
this because I know I can make more objects
with it.

What is Mexico’s future?

Ha! That’s a difficult question, a lot of people,
especially Mexicans, think they know, but I
have no idea, I hope we have a great future
ahead of us. I know I would like to have my
future there so let me wish for a great future that
soon will be our present.

Does your coffee cup have a life of
its own?

If I had one I think it would.

Do mass-produced objects have
different lives than hand-made
objects?

Maybe, when the people who own them are
aware of whether the object is handmade or
not. Otherwise I don’t see why they would have
different lives; in the end they are both made
objects, no matter how they were made. The
life of the objects depends on many things and I
think that there are bigger issues that affect them
than how they were made, like who owns them.

Is there something you can’t imagine making? Something you look
at and think, how was that even
conceived?

There are many things that when I look at them I
think: How was that even conceived! But I don’t
like to think about an object that I can’t make, I
prefer to think: How can I make it? So, when I
look at something and I haven’t got a clue of
how it was conceived, I like to start thinking:
How would I conceive it? That process of finding
out how to make something work, how to solve
all those complexities, and to be able to create
what you have in your mind or what you want to
express, is one of the most satisfying things about
designing (as long as you find the solutions).

If you could invent a material that
could have any properties, any
characteristics, what would they be?
Describe this material. How would
you work with it?

I like to feel the challenge of any material, but
I have to feel a connection between the object I want to make and the material it is made
from… So, to invent a material, I would need to
have an object in mind for it.

What is for you important while
choosing a material?

That depends on the object I’m making. When
working with CNC what I look for in a material
is that it can be used with the machine. Also, I
have to consider the properties of the material,
whether its hardness or softness fits the object I
want to make, whether it is strong enough, flexible enough, etc. I’m pretty flexible considering
the material I want to use; I don’t have a special preference. Because I like to work with the
CNC, I mostly choose a material that can be
used on the CNC. Then when I’m making an
object that is material based it may be different.
That’s the case when a certain material catches
my attention, so I want to experiment with it and
the design is triggered by the material.

What’s the difference between a
memory and a dream?

A dream can be something I have never experienced, and I feel and know I have never
experienced it; a memory is something I experienced or I think I had that experience. A dream
is something that maybe can become real, it
can happen, a memory is something that will
always stay in the past in your thoughts, in your
mind but never in your present.

Does a material “grow up” through
the process of becoming an object?
What is its character arc?

I don’t think it “grows up” but rather it evolves.
The material and the design evolve together, in
a kind of interaction, to become this new thing,
this “object”. Thus, giving the material or materials a new meaning, a new purpose.
Emily comment: I see the difference between
these two things as: in "growing up" the object
maintains enough of its original properties that
you can say its identity really hasn't changed
through the process of making. when an object
"evolves" previous versions of it die off, and it
becomes a completely different thing in its final
version than however it started, even though it
shares the same DNA of its original state, it's
so different that you can call it a new creature.
does this seem accurate?
My response: Yes, that’s it.

Where in Providence would you
shoot a film?

Right now, I can’t think about doing anything in
Providence, let alone a film.

Where in the world would you
shoot a film?

Some place still unknown to me.

Would you like to make a piece in
outer space?

Yes.

Do you talk to your pieces as they
are being made? What do you say?

Yes, I do, sometimes. If the process of making
is not going the way I want, I can get mad and
curse the piece or speak to it in quite a desperate way, asking it to work with me instead of
against me. If it’s going really well and I really
like what I see, I may praise it, because it makes
me happy.
But I talk more to the tools I’m using to make
my piece, I feel it is more important to be on
good terms with the tools in order to have them
helping me to create the piece. The CNC here
at RISD is the tool I have talked to the most these
last two years, and I'm thankful we understood
each other so well, because without it I wouldn't
have done the work I did.

Do you think you know what your
pieces are thinking, or do they live
their secret lives?

They live their own lives--they don’t need to be
secret. I don’t know what they think but I like to
imagine not exactly what they think but rather
what they feel. Do they feel happy, sad, angry?
Those feelings mostly coincide with my happiness, sadness or angriness over how they look
or how they are. Because I really don't know
what they think, I decided to interview them.

Would you like to live in a world
without words?

I like to talk a lot, so maybe not. But, thinking
this over, there are lots of different ways of communicating without words, so my answer is, I
wouldn’t mind living in a world without words.

If you could live in a magical realist book, what book would it be?
Why?

I don’t think I would like to live in any book, but
I feel that for example a book like Como agua
para chocolate by Laura Esquivel, expresses
a kind of magic realism that is close to how
I feel things work, or life works. I’m convinced
that the emotion that you have when you make
anything--not only food--gets impregnated in the
object that you make. If you make an object
without emotion or, for that matter, with a negative one, the object reflects that, not in its looks
but rather in how it feels.

If your pieces are alive, with their
own personalities, would they all
get along if they lived in the same
space together?

Some will, some won’t. I know that some feel
they are better than the others and that would
create conflict.

Do you have different thoughts in
different languages?

Not really different thoughts, but my voice in my
mind sounds different when I think in a different
language, the feeling of the voice is different. In
fact, I think that when I speak another language
out loud, my voice sounds different: when I speak
English, my voice is kind of round, when I speak
Dutch it is round but with some spikes and when I
speak Spanish it has pleasant sharp edges.

If you could gather all your favorite
places from Mexico and The Netherlands and the US and put them in
one town, what would that town
look like?

It would be a shit show. One of the reasons
why those places are my favorite places in that
particular country is because they are located
where they are located. This singularity and
my experiences in that place, is what makes
it interesting. In the Netherlands I love that Amsterdam is such a small city and at the same
time so cosmopolitan. Mexico City is so big
and overwhelming but it has so many small intimate places where you can hide from the big
monster. I don’t know the US that well, but I
have this really nice memory of Mount Shasta in
California, this place is not only beautiful by its
nature, but there is this energy in its surroundings
and on the top of the mountain that I haven’t felt
in many places. If I take all these three places
and make a new one, it will take away all the
things that I like in them. They will be lost when
I take them out of their surroundings.

If you had to exist as an object,
what object would that be?

A tree. When I see a tree, I always ask myself,
what has that tree seen during all its life. What
will that tree see in the long future after I am
gone? This answer is kind of funny, wanting to
be in a place so long so that I can see how it
changes over time, much longer than a human
life. It is funny, because during my life I have
never stayed for a really long time in one place.
Apparently, I can’t or I don’t like to stay for a
long period of time in one place. So, I think
I like the idea of being a tree so that I would
know what such an old tree has seen in one
place during such a long time, but I like it as an
idea, not as a reality.

Transformation is a theme that runs
through a lot of your work; where
have you witnessed transformation
in the world around you?

All the places where I have lived have changed
so much, since before I was there, and while I
was there. transformation is such an undeniable
part of the world we live in, or at least in the
worlds where I have lived. In positive and negative ways.

How do you want your work to
be looked at in the first place: as a
piece of art, as a utility, or as a feelgood object?

I see them as art objects, not as art. They are
objects that can be handled, they can be utilitarian, they can be used in a domestic space
where most likely people will interact directly
with them or in a gallery where the interaction
will be more at a distance. You could call them
objects that are defined by their environment.
Depending on where they are located they
change in how they are perceived and experienced. Something you cannot say about a
painting, or piece of art, no matter where you
put them there are some unwritten rules about
them that I don't think my objects have.

What do you think is the importance
of design in people's life?

If we talk about design as problem solving, design can improve or create new processes, can
improve or create new ideas. Thus, we can see
that all around us, from the website you love
so much, to the car you ride in, to the way a
fast food restaurant makes the food. Design is
something humans have always been involved
with and always will be.

Where do your ideas originate
from? What makes you design what
you design?

I think my ideas originate from memories. It is
not that I’m thinking about these objects all the
time, but when I am in the process of designing something and start to think what or how
it could be, these memories start to pop up. I
never thought I was going to design vessels, or
some comal sculptures, or a giant plywood bell
bench. But all of these objects became my designs because I had experienced them in one
way or another. I don’t know what makes me
design what I design, but I know that it feels like
I want to tell my story through these objects, or
that I want to put a piece of me, of my past, in
them.

Who or what inspires you?

Marcel Breuer and Charles Eames were for a
long time my most influential designers, the way
they thought about design and aesthetics appealed a lot to me. As well as the Bauhaus
movement (Breuer was part of them) and the
Dutch art movement of De Stijl. What inspired
me a lot in these two movements were their innovative way of using the available technology
and the importance OF not making a distinction
between art and craft; you could be a furniture maker and an artist at the same time; there
wasn’t a hard line between those two. There
are many other artists that inspire me.
Another thing that inspires me a lot is my background. Right now, I see myself making many
objects that are inspired from objects that were
common during my upbringing in Mexico and
The Netherlands. This experience has triggered
my interest not only in the objects themselves but
in knowing more about them, why were they
made the way they were made, what their cultural meaning is, what their history is. At the same
time this has inspired me even more in producing more objects based on what I have been
brought up with, in these two cultures and thus
my inspiration simply comes from my own past.

Is it important for you that your material or objects are sustainable?

Yes. I try to use materials that have the least
impact on the environment and that are renewable. I also want to know where these materials
were grown or produced and how they were
shipped, also I try to get them as locally as
possible. During my time here in RISD I started
a new project focused on how I could design
and manufacture my objects in a local way.
In short, where the objects will be bought, the
objects will be made with local materials, by
local manufacturers and in a fair way for all
parties involved.

When did you know exactly that
you wanted to become a designer,
how did you find out?

I always knew I wanted to work with my hands
and create things. While in high school I realized that such a thing as a designer existed.
During that time, I didn’t know whether I wanted
to become an architect, engineer, a mechanic,
designer... After high school I discovered Production Design for film, here the idea of creating (designing) new worlds appealed a lot to
me; it seemed incredible. During and after the
Dutch Film Academy I knew that I was more
excited about designing objects, because I always felt that every object can be as significant
to me as a declared piece of art. When I like a
physical object, I like it in such a way that I am
captivated its extraordinary beauty and meaning without needing it to be something like art.
That is the case, for example, with the drawing
table design by Friso Kramer and Rietvelt that I
own. It was school furniture, so it was designed
to be easy and cheap to produce, but for me
it has an incredible beauty in the way it combines form, functionality and esthetics. So, after
the Film Academy I decided not only to create
new worlds for the big screen but also to create
objects as significant as the everyday ones I
saw around me.

Whom do you want to sell your objects to, for whom are they intended, who do you see as your buyers
or users? (e.g. working class/rich
people/students/a big company/an
NGO who uses it in projects for poor
people...)

For a long time, I wanted to make products for
the masses, design that was accessible for everyone. At RISD my focus started to change; I
still think beautiful objects have to be accessible
for everyone in the world, but the objects I make
right now are not accessible for people with little
resources. The way they are made makes them
expensive. Because of their size, because I like
to work with large scale objects, I think my objects are more suitable for companies, wealthy
people or NGO’s--not especially ones that use
them for projects for poor people--,but for any
kind of people. I’m trying to start a project where
I combine my old interest in producing for the
masses while also making sustainable, beautiful
objects, where the price is fair.

OBJECT
INTERVIEWS

Sounds like a Bell

KLINKT ALS
EEN KLOK

Where do you live?
Hardly alive, stocked away, we bells are very
social beings, and we shouldn’t be kept away
from the living world.
Do you think or feel that you stand
out from other bells?
Of course, I have the shape of a giant bronze
bell, but I am made out of plywood. I have
my bronze, copper and brass family, and there
are also wooden relatives made to sound with
exactly the same commitment, but I suppose I
am unique [in] the way I am conceived, I am
proud of it, so I would really want to have some
company to make me feel my socially dependent self. As a matter of fact, I am bell and
bench, that is quite something, so I feel unique
and connected.
How big are you? Is that average or
not?
I am big, as far as bells go. I am proud of my
size. My size is inherent to my purpose: instead
of calling people to their duties, warning them,
messaging them, they can come in and do their
duties comforted by me, they can enjoy their
dearest company, they can have a rest, any
time they like, they can fill my space with their
chatter, or with their silence.
How does a typical day look for you?

Actually, my days are broken down, because I
am broken down in parts, waiting for someone
to discover my warmth and care. What would
I like on a typical day? That people share their
company with me, that they love me for my
shape and the comfort I offer them, both as a
bell and as a bench.

Do you mind not being like the conventional bells?
What is a conventional bell? Throughout time we
have acquired such special places in people’s
memories. We never feel conventional, I think,
I feel like modern, special, slightly different because I am rather static, once installed, but still
with the necessary social calling inside me.
Do you consider yourself a bell?
Yes, definitely, when put together I will never
stop calling the passers-by, to stop, and sit, and
think, and chat…
Do you know if there are more like
you in the world?
No, I don’t, but I suppose I am unique in my
design, but perhaps I am only the first one.
The fact that you don’t make sound,
like the other bells. Does that bother you? Do you feel like missing
something?
No, I think the idea of sound, the tolling of the
bell, is what has to grow from within me, I gladly want to look like a meeting place, where you
are allowed to air your joys and sorrows
Some people would say that the
soul of a bell is the sound they
make. Do you agree? And if so,
does that mean you are soulless?
I would say that it means I am a lot of souls,
because I am meant to be a place for many
voices.
Where would you like to be?
Anywhere where there are people looking for
a bench to rest, to be together, to chat and to
enjoy the company.

TENAMAXTLES

COMALI
CON

Who are you?
Who I am? I am a clay comal, I am a circular being, I have a small concave body, in my
back I have some slits where I fit with three
tenamaxtles.
Do you know where you come from?
Yes, yes, yes, I come from the earth, I come
from the clay that is formed at a river bank, from
there my raw material was taken to a workshop
in a place called Jantetelco in the state of Morelos. And there the pottery makers molded me
in their workshop. Basically, shaping me into
my concave self with their hands and baking
me in the fire. So yes, I actually think I come
from two places, one geographical and another physical, a little like the confluence of earth
and fire. That's where I come from: earth and
fire, which came together in this place in the
state of Morelos.
Where do you feel you have to be
or where you would like to be?
Well, to begin with, I am not a comal in use,
in utilitarian use, let's say, I am currently on a
pedestal. Where do I feel I have to be? Well,
look, I have never asked myself that question. I
think I am a comal without many ambitions and
I do not question the place that I could take in
this world so where I am is where I feel perfectly
well. Where would I like to be? Well maybe
in outer space. I do not think any comal has
traveled to outer space and I would like to be
the first one to travel to outer space.
You are not a conventional comal,
some would even say that you are
not a comal at all. How do you see
yourself, how do you feel? Are you
a comal? What do you think of people who say otherwise?
Well yes, I'm not a conventional comal precisely because I'm not doing what the comales
do normally. A conventional comal could be
defined as an object which is put on fire to pre-

pare certain foods, the most common being the
tortilla. But I was not made to do that, I am an
ornament, as an object I am a work of art, I will
consider that I am an artistic object that embellishes its surroundings and that my simple presence causes a certain wellbeing in the people.
Maybe my existence inspires them to be aware
of their own existence, so I believe that my role
life is to help people to feel better. A conventional comal does not achieve this and the truth
is conventional comals go unnoticed normally.
Once the food arrives at your table, you usually do not question how it was prepared. On
the other hand, when I see myself I symbolize
all the comales of the world, people remember
them. I like to think that I am an important and
famous comal.
Have you had the opportunity to
meet a conventional comal? How
was it, did you speak to each other?
Yes, look, I have had the opportunity to meet
several comales, of materials such as metal and
clay and their life is quite hard because they basically live it on fire all day. And they are not exactly like me, they receive a special treatment,
they are covered with lime, then rubbed with
fat, then they can bake the foods that are put on
them. And I really do not want to demerit their
function in this world, I think they are extremely
important, but when I met them I felt they were
not very happy.
Would you like to be more like a
conventional comal or do you like
who you are?
Absolutely not, I like who I am.
Do you know whether there are
more objects like you?
Yes, I believe that all the comales in the world
can be works of art, I am sure that I am particularly special because I was conceived and created as a piece of art. On the pedestal where I
am sharing the space with other comales, I am

not the only one, I must say that the comales
that accompany me, help me to embellish the
place, which is my mission. I am aware that
they also exist and that they are there, but they
are more boring than me, the truth is that you
are talking with the most, most exciting of all. I
had a tough childhood, but that has helped me
to become the comal that I am. You are talking
to the best and I consider myself unique, there is
no one else like me.
You exist in different materials. How
is the relationship among all of you?
Well, this calls for some explanation, because
each one has its own functionality, this is because
each one represents different things. The stone
one represents the earth we come from, the iron
one, the youngest of all of us, I’m not completely
sure what it represents, maybe the modernization
of us the comales and then there is me, the most
important of all, I represent the connection between civilization and their food, I represent the
life from where humanity comes from.
We have a good relationship, each one of us
represents something slightly different, but the
clay comal, that’s me, like I said, I am the best!
You were born to represent the symbolism of the comal in most parts
of Mesoamerica. How do you feel
about that? Do you feel any special
responsibility or commitment?
I feel a great pressure, for being this symbol and
at the same time I feel praised, I feel I am blessed
to be this representative, to have been born as a
comal. Do I feel a responsibility or commitment
with my mission? I believe that my mere existence
makes me redeem myself from any obligation.
Now what I would be much more interested in,
is for people to become aware of what they feel
when they see me and so the responsibility lies
with them and not with me, my only commitment
is to be, in my circular, concave existence, and the
responsibility lies with the people.

What would you like to say to the
people who have seen you and who
will see you?
That the people who see me can grasp the
idea of what is a comal.
Do not doubt that behind me there are many
comales, who have fed generations and generations and generations, particularly Mexicans
and the people from all Mesoamerica, from
South America who particularly eat food made
of corn as well as from regions of Asia and Africa where I am also present. So, I am a symbol
that represents how the human being has been
fed, how humans have been nourished almost
since the beginning of time, since man started
walking upright and eating cooked food. So,
there it is, I have been the faithful companion
of the nutrition of humanity. So, I must not be
looked as an ordinary daily object, my being
is intrinsically linked to human life. That’s what I
would like to say.

MIS
JARRONES

Do you know where your origin is?
I have little memories of my origin. Perhaps I
was incomplete back then, perhaps I was
part of something bigger...I remember being
wrapped in paper, being hold tight by warm
hands and suddenly arriving into a bright place,
which is now my home.
What are you?
I’m not that sure... After I looked around into
my home, I saw similar objects to me. I saw
shiny black round pots, saw big brown pots
that were full of plants, saw vases full of colorful
flowers. This was a wonderful discovery but at
the same time, confusing. So, no... I’m still figuring out my place IN this world.
How does it feel to be you?
I’m different, I’m unique, I’m similar to some elements around me, my materials are like close
memories of something I think I know what it is,
but at the same time, I don’t. It’s confusing but it’s
mostly powerful. I’m always looked at, people
ask me all the time where I am from and how
did I get here. People are curious about me and
I like that attention.
Where do you live?
My home is in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Is a
home full of plants, Mexican masks, pottery, lots
of pottery of different colors and origins, it’s a
place full of light.
How do you see the Oaxacan pots?
Would you prefer to be made out of
ceramic like them?
Well, they’re cool pals. I’ve made friends with a
black Oaxaca pot that in the beginning used to
stare at me in a not friendly way. This went on
for weeks, it was hard as I was new around, so
I felt challenged a little bit. Until one day I asked
what’s up? And the Oaxacan pot told me she
was fascinated by me... we were so similar yet
so different. She apologized for staring and
now we’re really good friends.

If I would like to be like them? Hmmm I love
the way they look, but my confidence about
my materials grows bigger and bigger each
day. I’ve seen friends’ brake, chip, so I’m quite
content with my strength, weight and volume. I
make people feel comfortable, I give a sense of
trust and I wouldn’t trade that.
What do you think the other pots
think about you?
Well, I kind of answered that question above.
They first don’t know what to think, I’m like them
yet so different at the same time. Most of them
don’t know how to express how they feel about
me. It’s pretty normal to fear or reject the unknown. But I’m learning that with time and openness, they all end up accepting my differences
and celebrating our similarities. Most Mexican
pots I’ve known are pretty cool fellas.
What would be your perfect
environment?
I like to be seen, being displayed, I like bright
places, and I like being approachable, close,
I like it when people touch me. Therefore, I like
to be in places where people can feel my structure, my angles and curves. I’m currently sitting
on a kitchen counter, I’m touched all the time
and it feels great!
Do you know if you’re unique? If
yes. What makes you unique?
Yes, I’m totally unique. I feel it and the other objects around tell me that as well. Also, people
always ask about me, they look at me and ask
about me.
Personally, I feel it in my structure, I have a
combination of curves and sharp angles so distinct. Sometimes I feel soft and sometimes I feel
sharp. I can also be placed in diverse spaces,
like on the floor or on a shelf. I could even be
outside, but I prefer staying indoors.
The other day someone put dry flowers inside
of me... it felt weird but it made me feel I could
be something more.

Where would you like to be?
I love where I am now... but if I were bigger I
would love to be in a place where many people
could see me and feel me, like outside in a public place. Sometimes I dream I’m huge, like 20
times my size, and I’m under the bathing sun...
people come and touch me, lean on me, take
pictures next to me. I dream of that sometimes.

I want to thank a million and one times the people who gave life to these
objects:
Klinkt als een Klok: Emma Hoebens
Comali con Tenamaxtles: Marco Guagnelli
Mis Jarrones: Varenka Ruiz

I don’t think there is a better way to finish this
booklet than by saying that I’m really happy
how these interviews turned out. I think that they
illustrate very well what I mention many times
during the Q&A and how I feel about objects;
all objects are alive, with the lives we put in
them, all different, all interesting and all unique.

